TRADITIONAL
WALLPAPER
AVAILABLE

€409.20

PER ROLL

TIFF MANUELL

Path Less Travelled Mural
Path Less Travelled is a big beauty of a mural and a study of nature’s colours and how we draw energy from
being surrounded by natural landscapes. A beautiful array of painting techniques started with heavy brush
strokes to fill the background layers and then slowly build up with a scraping technique which gives it wonderful
geological textures. The fluid paint drips feel much like rain and flowing waters. Whilst calming in colour, this
painterly contemporary wallpaper mural creates an abundant feeling of positive energy.

To view more mural wallpapers like the Path Less Travelled design, or to simply be inspired by some amazing
interiors, interior designers or installations, follow our Instagram. It’s packed full of striking images and
sensational wallpaper ideas.

Made to order. Ships in 4-5 days

Note: Samples are provided for review of the material, pattern scale and print technique—they are not intended to be
used for colour matching purposes. There can be slight shifts in colour between runs, so your wallpaper may vary slightly
from sample colouring.

Please ensure that you order the correct amount as we do not guarantee that rolls printed in different batches will be an
exact match.
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TIFF MANUELL

Tiff Manuell is an artist and designer from Adelaide, South Australia who is known for her signature style of
colourful art pieces. They are rich with textures using various painting techniques and brushes. Tiff often uses
drip-style painting to add a layer of depth to many of her designs. Her most popular designs feature abstract
expressionistic artworks brought to life with acrylics on artistic canvas. In addition to her wallpaper collection
with Milton & King, her designs can be found on a wide array of products such as bags, clothing, greeting cards
and accessories.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

At Milton & King we have a exclusive range of wall murals for you to choose from whether you’re decorating a
commercial space like a cafe or gym to a residential space like a living room, bedroom or dining room we have a
wall mural to suit your style and budget!

Non-woven wallpaper advantages
The most user-friendly wallpaper on the market.

Sourced from FSC Certified Forests and printed with water-based ink. Milton & King’s wallpapers are of the
highest quality, are environmentally friendly, and totally 100% vinyl-free.
Breathable – These high quality wallpapers are breathable, helping them endure mould and mildew conditions.
Thus, perfect to decorate bathrooms, kitchens and laundries.
Paste-The-Wall – Made from both natural and non-porous synthetic fibres. These non-woven wallpapers will
not absorb moisture from the adhesive. Simply apply the paste directly to the wall. The paper will not expand or
contract with no booking time required.
All wall mural panels are finished precisely to have no overlap. Meaning the panels simply butt up to each other
for ease of installation.
Cleanable – Dirt, dust and other marks can be simply cleaned using a damp cloth with soapy water.
Durable – Our designer wall murals are also heard wearing and tear-resistant. This is a great advantage as the
wallpapers will not get torn during installation or removal.
Easy to Remove – Once completely dry, non-woven wallpapers will come off easily. It should come down in full
sheets with no need for the dreaded steamer or water. Without causing any damage to the walls upon their
removal.

CERTIFICATIONS

This wallpaper has obtained the following Fire and Flammability classifications.
North America
“Class A” for ASTM Designation E84-15a. Comparable to UL 723, ANSI/NFPA No. 255 & UBC No. 8-1.
Building Codes Cited:
National Fire Protection Association, ANSI/NFPA No. 101, “Life Safety Code”. International Building Code,
Chapter 8, Interior Finishes, Section 803.

Australia & New Zealand
“Group 1” for AS/NZS Standards: AS/NZS 3837:1998
The Building Code of Australia (BCA)

Please Contact Us to request a copy of the fire certificates and test reports.

